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Introduction & KEY Findings
n The business case for a governance and compliance framework for
security, privacy, and protection

Introduction
The emphasis on data security, and the risk of data loss have all
become sharpened focal points for businesses. Regulations are
getting stricter, demanding greater need to adhere to regulatory,
legal, and industry operating guidelines to secure and protect
corporate and customer information. This requires businesses to
implement more focused and stricter information governance (IG)
policies, practices, and enforcement efforts.
Yet, in this study, only three percent of our respondents cite their IG
policies as being outstanding with seventeen percent of respondents
rating the maturity level of their companies’ IG policies as extremely
poor. When asked about data loss or challenges in finding
information in the past twelve months, ten percent of respondents
report data loss due to staff negligence or bad practices while
eight percent say they could not find the records they required for
litigation.
Given these challenges, one might think the importance placed on
IG would be fairly high, yet, when we asked, only twenty-four percent
of respondents reported that IG and data security is high on the
agenda for senior management, with twenty-seven percent reporting
they have plans in place to investigate and audit their information
ecosystems. We also found that thirty-eight percent cite their biggest
challenges in IG are getting anyone to be interested (38%), and
getting senior management endorsement (35%).
So it is no surprise to learn that with such a low number placing
high focus on IG, that thirty-four percent of respondents say their
companies do not offer them IG training at all, and fifteen percent
say IG training is provided only at induction to the workforce. Could
this be the reason there is data los due to staff negligence and bad
practices?
Organizations in all industries must come to realize the importance
of ensuring that their data assets are managed and shared in a
sensible and secure manner. This study explores how organizations
are addressing their governance and compliance challenges by
looking at:
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n Automating governance and compliance components (Metadata,
Security, etc.)
n Identifying the locations of greatest risk for breaches – internally and
across the firewall
n Collection, retention, management, and defensible destruction of
information
n A look ahead at the next five years to understand where businesses are
focusing their efforts and funding
Terms used:
IM: Information Management

IG: Information Governance

ECM: Enterprise Content Management DM: Document Management
ERM: Electronic Records Management CA: Content Analytics
DAM: Digital Asset Management

DT: Digital Transformation

BI: Business Intelligence

BPI: Business Process Improvement

BPM: Business Process Management

IT: Information Technology

EFSS: Enterprise file-sync-and-share
Personas used include:
n Trailblazer – Exceptional capabilities; ahead of the pack in
respective market space or among peer groups
n Citizen – Citizen – Average capabilities; on an equal level
compared to competition and peer groups
n Outlander – Below average capabilities, behind the times,
typically waiting until the last minute to implement change

KEY Findings
Key Findings
In General
n Seventeen percent of respondents report the maturity level of their
companies’ information governance policies as extremely poor. Three
percent say their IG policies are outstanding.

n In the past 12 months, ten percent of respondents report data loss due to
staff negligence or bad practices. Eight percent say they could not find
records required for litigation.
n Twenty-four percent of respondents indicate that IG and data security is
high on the agenda for their senior management. Twenty-seven percent
have plans in place to investigate and audit their information
ecosystems.
n Thirty-four percent of respondents say their companies do not offer them IG
training at all. Fifteen percent say IG training is provided only at induction to
the workforce.
n For those who do have training, fifty-four percent say it is delivered online.
Twenty-six percent get their IG training from their employee manuals.
n Regarding what their training consists of, ninety-one percent report their
IG training includes policies and practices with eighty percent indicating
compliance requirements as well. Fifty-six percent report they also receive
technology training.

Storage Reduction
n From a strategic perspective, twenty-eight percent of respondents say they
are consolidating their storage into larger data centers. Twenty-six percent
are moving to a cloud model for content and records and the same
number are also implementing EFSS, ECM, or ERM systems to replace their
file-shares.
n When asked how their strategies are working, twenty-nine percent of
respondents say that volumes and costs are increasing. Nineteen percent
indicate they are holding their own.
n With indications that volumes and costs are increasing, the sense is
deletion should be the focus. Yet twenty-seven percent of respondents say
most things are never deleted. Fourteen percent say they have no defined
retention periods.

Legal Hold and eDiscovery
n When looking at the legal hold and ediscovery, thirty-six percent of
respondents indicate only some of the legal department understand
the policies and mechanisms while thirty-two percent say the entire legal
department understands. For fifty-six percent of respondents it is

believed the records managers fully understand.

Information Governance Policies
n When it comes to IG helping to prevent data loss, twenty-six percent of
respondents see themselves as Trailblazers. Forty percent indicate they
are Outlanders when it comes to defensible deletion.
n Nearly half of our respondents report having an IG committee of some sort.
Twenty-four percent report having little in the way of any policies at
all.
n Information retention is part of the IG policy portfolio for sixty-seven percent
of respondents, and for sixty-six percent, access and confidentiality also
top the list. For sixty-one percent, data protection and personally

identifiable information (PII) are high on the list.
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Perceptions of Information Governance
Overview
There are many real world changes and challenges driving the need for
better and tighter information governance, though some businesses may
not readily see the need and are willing to take a risk, the need is clearly
there. Reports of data loss and security breaches are at an all time high yet
not all are the result of external hacking and in fact the result of internal staff,
whether intentionally or unintentionally, exposing data beyond corporate
walls to those who do not have the right to access it.
From a compliance perspective, there are internationally recognized
regulations, and there are many regional, local, and industry regulations that
must be addressed as part of transacting business within those regions and
industries. For example there are the laws of the European Union (EU) like the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Switzerland (like Data Protection,
etc.) and of Public Administration, Norwegian petroleum Law, Canadian
Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission Act, Florida State
Records Laws & Regulations, Ontario Personal Health Information Protection
Act, South Africa – Protection of Personal Information Act, Dutch regulatory
statutes for financials and pensions, and New Zealand government
regulations, in particular the Privacy Act and Electronic Transactions Act.
As you read through this report, take time to reflect on how this information
applies to you in both your personal and business life. Try to position yourself
in terms of where you and your business fit within these statistics and among
your peers.

Perceptions of Information Governance
Information governance must be viewed as an on-going commitment of
continuous change and improvement, maturing to new levels in meeting
the stringent regulatory requirements placed on today’s businesses. We
asked our respondents to rate the maturity of their company’s IG policies
and provide us with their assessment on a scale of one to five with five
being outstanding and one being extremely poor. Only three percent see
themselves as being outstanding in this area while seventeen percent see
their companies as having extremely poor IG policies and an additional
thirty-one percent as poor. (Figure 1)
Given the lack of support indicated in some of the feedback we’ve
received, and will see further on in this report, it is of little surprise that we
are seeing such low ratings and so much opportunity to improve.

Figure 1: On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being poor and 5 being outstanding)
how would you rate the maturity of your company’s information governance (IG)
policies?

Above Average,
14%

Outstanding, 3%
Extremely Poor,
17%

Poor, 31%
Average, 36%

As presented in the introduction, there are many regulations driving the
need for IG and certainly regulatory compliance that IG
supports.
We
Health
Insurance
Other,
39% all of the readily identifiable
Portability
asked our respondents
to identify
international
Accountability Act
regulations they must comply with and list those we did (HIPAA),
not identify,
30%
resulting Dodd
in the-Frank
list we
Act,presented earlier. Forty-six percent of our respondents
14% under the European Union (EU) General Data Protection
say they operate
Data
Regulation (GDPR) passed in May 2016 and scheduled to beGeneral
enforced
Protecon
Banking
Act
in MayThe
2018.
Interestingly,
in the AIIM study titled “Understanding
GDPR
Regulaon
2009,
10%
Readiness
in 2017”,we
found the majority of businesses are not
prepared
(GDPR),
46%
to comply with this regulation.
Electronic

The Idenficaon
Canadian regulation
Personal Information Protection and Electronic
and
Trust Services
Documents
Act Act
(PIPEDA) is the top of the list for thirty-nine percent of our
(eIDAS), while
10% thirty-seven percent operate under the guidelines of the
respondents
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of the United States. (Figure 2) One thing to note here
Informaon
is thatPersonal
while these
may be cited as national or regionalSarbanes
regulations,
they
- Oxley
Protecon and Electronic
Act
(SOX),
37%
areDocuments
in fact, regulations
that
impact
any
and
every
business
that
operates
Act (PIPEDA), 39%
within their borders and that means regardless of where a business is
headquartered. If they operate in Canada, they must abide by Canadian
regulations, the same as they would in the United States, the United
Kingdom, or the European Union.

Records management
is mostly about paper
files in our
organizaon, 9%
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Regulaon
(GDPR), 46%

2009, 10%

Perceptions of Information Governance
Poor, 31%

Average, 36%

Personal Informaon
Sarbanes - Oxley
Protecon and Electronic
Act (SOX), 37%
Documents
Actextent
(PIPEDA),
39% you say the perception of information
Figure 3: To what
would
governance

Figure 2: Which Regulatory Statutes does
your organization operate under?
Health Insurance
Portability
Accountability Act
(HIPAA), 30%

Other, 39%
Dodd -Frank Act,
14%

General Data
Protecon
Regulaon
(GDPR), 46%

The Banking Act
2009, 10%
Electronic
Idenficaon and
Trust Services Act
(eIDAS), 10%
Personal Informaon
Protecon and Electronic
Documents Act (PIPEDA), 39%

Electronic
Idenficaon and
Trust Services Act
(eIDAS), 10%

Sarbanes - Oxley
Act (SOX), 37%

in your organization has progressed from management of declared records, to
management of ALL electronically stored information for access, privacy, security,
compliance and ediscovery?

We are using IG to
move from records
management to ligaon
management, 2%

Records management
is mostly about paper
files in our
organizaon, 9%

We have looked at
things this way for
quite some me (3+
years), 24%

Records managers
manage records, but
the rest is not so well
managed, 14%

Records managers
manage records, and IT
take care of the rest,
12%

We have recently
adjusted our view to
align with this, 15%

Perceptions of IG have long been centered on records and not inclusive
We have plans to adjust
responsibilies in the next
of information as a whole. Electronically stored information (ESI) regardless
12-18 months, 19%
of what it is or where it is must be included in the IG policies, practices and
enforcement efforts to minimize and eliminate data
lossusing
andIGexposure.
We are
to
Records management
move from records
mostly
about paper
There is is
some
movement
to take a more holistic
approachtoto
IG,
management
ligaon
As we noted in the introduction there is a high level of importance
in our
2% knows
according to files
some
of our respondents, “Recordsmanagement,
management
organizaon, 9%
placed on IG and data security with senior management, but we are
what should be done for ESI, but essentially IT controls electronic records.
0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%
also seeing some effort to update and enforce policies as reported
have looked at
Each time RM convinces management that IG needs to beWe
implemented
by nineteen
or our respondents. Still there are those – thirteen
this way for We have iniaves
in placepercent
to
Records
managers
with
an understanding
of content, not just technology, a newthings
management
invesgate
and audit
out say their businesses have placed little to no emphasis on
quite some me (3+
percent
–
who
manage
records,
but
team comes on board” or “Records Management was moved years),
to IT 24%
informaon ecosystem
the rest is not so well
IG and continue to conduct business as usual. (Figure 4)
Security
and
oversees
physical
and
digital
documents
as
well
as
building
It’s very high on the senior
managed, 14%
management
the taxonomy governance for all content repositories.” Yet there is still much
Of courseagenda
IG and security are not often seen together and are regularly
work ahead.
addressed
This is validated by some feedback gathered that
We are revising, updangseparately.
and
included
statements
like,
“information security is a priority, but information
enforcing
our
IG
policies
When
we asked
our respondents to share how much the perception
Records
managers
governance
as
a
unifying
discipline is not well understood,” “We have
Weof
have recently
of information
has progressed from management
manage
records,governance
and IT
It’s the highest single corporate and
great
data
security
but
poor
IG,” and “We have great data security but
adjusted
our
view
to
IT
priority
take
care
of
the
rest,
declared records, to management of ALL ESI for access, privacy, security,
align with this, 15%
12%
poor
IG.”
compliance and ediscovery nearly one quarter say they have been
We already have robust policies and

looking at things this way for more than three years now while nineteen
are confident of their effecveness
We
have plans
to adjust
It’s prey much business as usual
percent have plans in place to move in this
direction
within
the
next
twelve
responsibilies in the next
here with lile emphasis placed on
to eighteen months. (Figure 3)
12-18 months, 19%
IG and security
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Records managers
manage records, and IT
take care of the rest,
12%

We have recently
adjusted our view to
align with this, 15%

It’s the highest single corporate and
IT priority

Perceptions of Information Governance
We have plans to adjust
responsibilies in the next
12-18 months, 19%

Figure 4: How would you describe the level of maturity and importance placed on
information governance and data security in your organization, in the light of
recent leaks, hacks, and email issues?
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

We already have robust policies and
are confident of their effecveness
It’s prey much business as usual
here with lile emphasis placed on
IG and security

Figure 5: Has your organization suffered any of the following
in the last 12 months?
0%

30%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

A data loss or exposure due to staff
negligence or bad pracce

We have iniaves in place to
invesgate and audit out
informaon ecosystem

Unable to find records for ligaon

It’s very high on the senior
management agenda

A data breach involving
internal or ex-staff

We are revising, updang and
enforcing our IG policies

A data breach from external
hacking or intrusion

It’s the highest single corporate and
IT priority

Internal or HR incidents due to
unauthorized access

We already have robust policies and
are confident of their effecveness
It’s prey much business as usual
here with lile emphasis placed on
IG and security

A fine for being out of compliance
All of these
None of these
Don’t know

0%
5%
10%
15%
25%
30%
35%
“Data security should
be part
of
the20%overarching
IG
program
and
policy framework, not isolated and
A data loss
or exposure due
to staff
negligence or bad pracce
managed as a separate entity. ”
Unable to find records for ligaon
A data breach involving

internal
or ex-staff
When we asked
about
knowledge of data loss or breaches, nearly a
A data
external
quarter
saidbreach
theyfrom
didn’t
know of any while thirty-eight percent said they
hacking or intrusion
hadn’t had any of the ones we listed. Ten percent did report data loss
or negligence
HR incidents dueor
to bad practices. (Figure 5) In fact along with this,
dueInternal
to staff
unauthorized access
we heard not only is data loss from staff negligence common, so are
A fine for being out of compliance
compliance
fines, and ediscovery costs can run over $1M due to the
inability to quickly and
accurately find information.
All of these
None of these
Don’t know

40%

Sharpening the focus even more, we aim the IG lens at emails and chat
sessions, and asked how businesses are governing their use. Chaotic
was the response we received from thirty-one percent of respondents
who said their users choose their own archive locations and for twenty
percent it is open-ended with everything being kept. Only twelve percent
told us they have a value-based approach where they selectively
archive emails and chat sessions to their ECM, RM, or SharePoint systems.
(Figure 6)
This has been and remains an area of contention for businesses. They
know emails, chats, and even more so today – tweets – are considered
“official records,” yet they have no idea how to approach managing
these content sources. Some prefer to ignore them, some choose to
keep it all and hope they never have to sort through it, and the small
percentage look for the value and extract that portion and discard the
rest. It is the latter that are the Trailblazers and know the value of their
information.
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Perceptions of Information Governance
Figure 6: How would you describe the governance of emails or chat
sessions in your organization?
Open-ended: we
keep everything,
20%

Chaoc: users
choose their own
archive locaons
(e.g., local PST
files) and deleon
policies, 31%

Value-based: we
selecvely archive
to the
ECM/RM/SharePoint
system, 12%

Rigid: fixed
deleon periods
are enforced on
the mail or chatserver, 7%
Deferred: we
offload emails/chat
content to an email
archive then have
fixed deleons, 11%

Defined: we move
emails to an email
archive system and
chats to a chat
session archive
system with
search, retenon
and hold, 19%

Stepping back to look at files, another area of contention for many
businesses, we asked the same question about governance in relation
and found similarly that nearly a quarter report a chaotic state of users
choosing their own archive locations and nineteen percent using a
value based approach. Here we also found that fourteen percent are
relegated to specific locations based on role. (Figure 7) So while there
are some similarities with emails and chats, which is of little surprise,
there is some difference in how files are managed based on role which
Chaoc:it users
begs the question ifOpen-ended:
they do this
not also
wefor files, at minimum, could
choose their own
keep everything,
be done for the rest?
archive locaons
Defined: we move
files to an archival
system with
search, retenon
and hold, 13%

19%

(e.g., local PST
files) and deleon
policies, 24%

Rigid: fixed
deleon periods
are enforced on
the content
server, 5%

Deferred: we
offload files to a
basic file archive
then have fixed
deleons, 3%
Relegated: to put
applicaons and
databases where
they belong, 3%
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Figure 7: How would you describe the governance of files
in your organization?

Open-ended: we
keep everything,
19%
Defined: we move
files to an archival
system with
search, retenon
and hold, 13%

Rigid: fixed
deleon periods
are enforced on
the content
server, 5%

Deferred: we
offload files to a
basic file archive
then have fixed
deleons, 3%
Relegated: to put
applicaons and
databases where
they belong, 3%

Chaoc: users
choose their own
archive locaons
(e.g., local PST
files) and deleon
policies, 24%

Relegated: to
specific locaons
based on funcon,
14%

Value-based: we
selecvely archive
to the ECM/RM
/SharePoint system, 19%

Migration is also an area that needs to be considered as part of
an IG framework and how each element of information will be
handled as part of the migration process. For example when it
comes to Personally Identifiable Information (PII) ten percent of our
respondents see themselves as being outstanding and thirty-four
60%
80%
100%
percent above0%average20%
in relation40%
to the migration
governance
of
this information. When referring to metadata however, sixteen percent
Metadata
see themselves as poor and twenty-nine percent as below average
in migration
governance. (Figure 8) So it is not just the content or
Files
records but also retention schedules and policies, deletion policies,
legal and
regulatory criteria, all of this and more that must be part of
Records
the migration governance plan. Have you looked at your migration
Legal and regulatory
governance
criteriaplan lately?
Evaluaon and Value of
Redundant Outdated Trivial
(ROT) informaon
Sensive data (intellectual
property, etc.)
Personally Idenfiable
Informaon (PII)
Retenon Schedules/
Policies
Deleon Policies

based on funcon,
14%

Deleon Policies
Deleon Policies
Poor
Below average
Poor
Below average

Perceptions of Information Governance
Figure 8: On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being poor and 5 being outstanding) how
effectively do you manage governance over your data migration projects?
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Average
Average

Above Average
Above Average

Figure 9: Does your organization conduct information governance
training for the employees?

100%

Metadata

No training is
No
training
is
offered,
34%
offered, 34%

Files
Records

On inducon to
theinducon
workforce,
On
to
15%
the workforce,
15%

Regularly, 15%
Regularly, 15%

Legal and regulatory
criteria
Evaluaon and Value of
Redundant Outdated Trivial
(ROT) informaon
Sensive data (intellectual
property, etc.)

Not sure, 9%
Not sure, 9%

Personally Idenfiable
Informaon (PII)
Retenon Schedules/
Policies
Deleon Policies
Poor

Outstanding
Outstanding

Below average

Average

Above Average

Outstanding

Periodically, 27%
Periodically, 27%

For those that do get training fifty-four percent say it is delivered
online, twenty-six percent receive it in their employee manuals and
nineteen percent in classroom settings. (Figure 10)
Figure 10: How is your IG training managed/delivered?

Having a plan on what to manage is actually part of the policy
element; there must also be a training element to teach the
employees and anyone likely to interact with your information, about
your policies, procedures and technologies. This would be internal
On inducon
and external parties. So does your business train employees
in IG? to
the workforce,
Not at all was the answer we received from thirty-four percent
of our
15%
respondents and only at the time of induction to the workforce was the
training
is
response fromNo
fifteen
percent.
(Figure 9) So it any wonder why there is
offered,
34%
a risk of data loss by employee negligence or bad practices?

Employee manual,
Employee
26%manual,
26%

Classroom, 19%
Classroom, 19%

Regularly, 15%

Online, 54%
Online, 54%

Not sure, 9%

Periodically, 27%
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Information Governance POLICIES
What they get in their training is information about the policies and
procedures (91%), compliance requirements (80%), and for fifty-six percent,
technology training. (Figure 11)
Figure 11: What does your IG training consist of?
Benefits for meeng
and repercussions
for lack of
compliance, 44%

Policies and
pracces, 91%

Compliance
requirements, 80%

Information
Governance
Policies
Benefits
for meeng
and repercussions

Policies and
for lack of
pracces, 91%
compliance,
44%
We all know that IG is the framework setting policy for the way information

is managed, but how good are businesses when it comes to their current
IG practices when matched against different business activities? We asked
our respondents toCompliance
position themselves in various areas and found that
requirements,
80%
twenty-six percent
see themselves
as Trailblazers in preventing data loss,
and twenty-five percent the same for compliance with legal, audits, and
adhering to regulatory rules. When it comes to defensible disposition of
their information, forty percent position themselves as Outlanders
when it56%
Technologies,
comes to reducing their storage space and defensible disposition of their
information. (Figure 12)
Regulatory
mandates, 53%

Technologies, 56%

0%

Regulatory
mandates, 53%

Putting The Pieces Together
0%

20%

40%

Figure 12: How would you position your company in relation to addressing
the following: (Matrix: Trailblazer – Above average; Citizen – Average;
Outlander – Below Average)
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IG is one of those areas of business that is like the buzz of a mosquito. It’s
Prevenng data losses, privacy
there, and
youconfidenality
hear it, and
you know you have to deal with it before it bites you
breaches
issues
but you just can’t seem to get to it. And then it is too late. Many businesses
with
legal,do
audit
takeCompliance
swatsand
atregulators’
IG but
not have a solid framework in place to do it right or
rules
continue to improve upon what they have put in place. By the comments
Supporng or defending
and responses
we
received, IG still seems like a mosquito to many, ready
ligaon
or disputes
to bite at any moment and that bite could cost millions of dollars.
Reducing storage space/

One of thedefensible
first, anddeleon
simplest steps that can be taken is training. Yes there
isSecuring
the cost
of
time
and the money related to that time, but what is the
intellectual
proprietary,
compeve
sensive
cost of or
not
doinginformaon
it if vital business data is lost or exposed due to human
error
and
it
could
havee.g.
been prevented for a few thousand dollars? Just
Ability to respond to requests,
Freedom of
Informaon,
personalcapabilities
data, etc.
look
at the online
available today that enable you to provide
training
to
your
employees
and
partners with minimal disruption. Many
Creang searchable knowledge
future
reference
businessesfor
now
make
it part of the normal workday process that each
daystaff
theresponsibilies
employeefor
must
Defining
desk,attend a half hour online session as part of their
performance
criteria
in an effort to maintain high corporate standards,
home and mobile
security
information safe, secure, and properly managed.
Includingand
SaaSkeep
systemscorporate
in the informaon

Supporng or defending
ligaon or disputes
Reducing storage space/
defensible deleon
Securing intellectual proprietary,
compeve or sensive informaon
Ability to respond to requests, e.g.
Freedom of Informaon, personal data, etc.
Creang searchable knowledge
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representaves from
across business

Creang searchable knowledge
for future reference

Information Governance POLICIES

Defining staff responsibilies for desk,
home and mobile security

Yes, involving just IT
and Records
Manager(s), 9%

We are planning to
create one, 17%

ncluding SaaS systems in the informaon
governance strategy

Using exisng informaon for Business
Intelligence/Business
Strategywho
If this is the case,

is driving or steering the IG direction? For nearly half
Trailblazer
Cizenof someOutlander
of the respondents, there
is a committee
sort that may be crossdepartmental, involve IT legal, IM, and the records department. For nearly
a quarter there is little in the way of policies at all, let alone an oversight
committee. (Figure 13)
Figure 13: Do you have an Information Governance Committee?
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across business
departments, 17%

No, we have lile in
the way of RM or IG
policies, 24%

Yes, involving
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Departments set
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policy/manage their
own records, 10%
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Manager(s), 9%

We are planning to
create one, 17%

Figure 14: Which of the following elements are included in your
information governance policies?
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“Cross departmental IG committees provide greater insight
across the business, to ensure measures taken in one
department do not have an adverse impact in another.”
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When looking at the policies themselves, there are certain elements one
Access/confidenality
might expect to find. For example, sixty-four percent of our respondents
Data protecon and personally
idenfiable
informaonretention and sixty-five percent include access
include
information
Informaon in moon andlaptops,
confidentiality
as part of their governance policy. Considering the
USB scks, etc.
Deleon and
emphasis
ondisposion
PII, sixty-one percent took the right approach by including
processes
this into Mobile
their IG
policy
access
and as did the fifty percent that included information
on-device
storageit is on laptops, on USB sticks, etc. There is a group of
in motion
meaning
Devices outside of corporate
fifteen
controlpercent,
(BYOD and and
home)these would be in the Trailblazer category, that report
and regulaons
in elements we listed in their IG policy, indicating
haveLaws
every
one
of the
mulple jurisdicons
their Industry
level of
seriousness
when it comes to truly taking control of their
standards
and
pracces
informationbest
ecosystem.
(Figure 14)
Legal holds and e-discovery

Audit of compliance
Use of cloud-based content
sharing and collaboraon tools

The biggest challenges reported
relation
IG are
anyone
0% 5% in 10%
15% to20%
25% getting
30% 35%
40% 45%
interested (38%) getting endorsement by senior management (35%),
and having
right
people involved (31%). Twenty-eight percent of
Geng
anybodythe
to be
interested
our respondents also equally report that they have difficulty allocating
Geng senior management
enough time from
their day job to support IG efforts, and difficulty
endorsement
Having IG
thepolicies
right people
at they are complete, indicating that even
enforcing
once
though there maythe
betable
verbal support from management, it is nothing
Allocang sufficient me from
more
than that. (Figure
15)
the day job
Enforcing it once completed
Extending coverage from records
to all stored and shared content
Ability to capture and
classify content
Having sufficient
technology capabilies
Translang the policies
into system rules
Right project leadership/lead

Content in archive/back up
All of these
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Information Governance POLICIES
Content in archive/back up
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Figure 15: What have been the three biggest issues with creating
an information governance policy?
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Figure 16: In your organization, has non-compliance with good IG practice
created a significant issue with any of the following in the last 2 years?

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Geng anybody to be interested
Geng senior management
endorsement
Having the right people at
the table
Allocang sufficient me from
the day job
Enforcing it once completed
Extending coverage from records
to all stored and shared content
Ability to capture and
classify content
Having sufficient
technology capabilies
Translang the policies
into system rules
Right project leadership/lead
Idenfying the legal
requirements
Understanding security
issues and threats
Being over ambious in
scope and detail
N/A
Other

We know that non-compliance with regulatory and legal requirements
can be an issue but what of non-compliance with IG practices. This points
back to the lack of knowing how or inability to enforce IG policies within
the business. For the majority, the response was what we expected, either
no issue was evident or the respondent did not know of an issue related to
non-compliance with IG policies. Eleven percent reported that there were
issues implementing or aligning their ECM or IM system to their IG framework
with nine percent also citing issues with their internal audits. Additionally,
six percent saw issues with data protections and privacy compliance and
five percent with litigation and discovery. (Figure 16) So while it is unseen
for many, there are underlying issues that arise in relation to IG and noncompliance though not everyone will be aware.
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Putting The Pieces Together
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IG policies
are an important part of the overall IG framework, but they are
Consolidate storage into
larger
centers
only as strong
as data
they
are enforceable. Time, support, and adherence
Move
a cloud model
to them
aretoessential
tofor
the impact they will have and role they play in
storage
businesscontent/records
and ensuring
regulatory compliance as well as smooth business
Implement an EFSS/ECM/ERM
operations.
system to replace file-shares
Automatewith
retenIGonpolicies, while unseen by most, will have an
Non-compliance
policies and dele ons
impact
at some level and must be recognized as such. The better the
We don’t have a strategy, so we’ll
policy,justthe
closer
are followed, the stronger and smother the business
go on
buyingthey
more discs
will Rigorously
operateimplement
overall.reten on
policies and dele ons manually

Reduce individual file sizes using
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STORAGE REDUCTION
Informaon Requests (FoI, FOIA,
Personal data)
External audits (industry,
government)

Storage Reduction
Regulatory submissions

Information growth is a multiplying issue for many businesses with multiHR issues and staff disputes
channel
inbound information entering from many sources, at an all
business
timeIncident
high.response,
Email,connuity
chat sessions, social media, and even video are all
contributors
to
the
growth factor and the need to address the governance
Compliance with an-compeon,
money
laundering,of
miss-selling,
etc.
of storage
this information.
Twenty-eight percent of our respondents
report that they
consolidating their storage into larger data centers
Noneare
of these
while twenty-six percent are moving to a cloud model for their content
Don’t know
and records storage
needs. (Figure 17)
Figure 17: Which of the following strategies have you adopted to deal with the
cost of storing rapidly increasing information volumes?
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Consolidate storage into
larger data centers

while nineteen percent say they are holding their own. Nine percent cite
a reduction in costs with increased volumes while eight percent cite the
opposite, increased costs while lowering volumes. Indications that one is
managing their information better than the other? Perhaps. (Figure 18)
Figure 18: To what extent would you say
yourstrategies (or lack of) are working?
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increasing steadily
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Volumes are increasing
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We are seeing reduced
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Move to a cloud model for
content/records storage
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system to replace file-shares
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Automate reten on
policies and dele ons

Don’t know

We don’t have a strategy, so we’ll
just go on buying more discs
Rigorously implement reten on
policies and dele ons manually
Reduce individual file sizes using
compression technologies

We all know that one way to the amount we manage is to reduce
the amount of storage we maintain, and that means we must delete
information. Yet, when we asked about deletion, twenty-seven percent
of our respondents report that most things are never deleted and
seventeen percent cite having a manual process at the end of a
retention period which of course means it is labor intensive and time
consuming leading to additional costs. Fourteen percent told us they
have no defined retention periods at all, indicating there is no deletion,
it is done randomly, 0%
or it is left
to the10%
discretion
of the20%
employees.
5%
15%
25%
30%
(Figure 19)

Outsource content/
records storage
Segment data for hierarchical
storage/archive
Our strategy is to just go on
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Use automated data cleaning/
data reduc on tools
Don’t know

Most things are never deleted

While buying more discs is not a sound approach, strategically speaking,
several of the approaches outlined above should help alleviate some
of the pain caused by this information glut. Yet twenty-nine percent of
our respondents report that their volumes and costs continue to increase
0%
Volumes and costs are
increasing steadily
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When IT decide to ra onalize
storage volumes
Office, facility or system
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Fully automated, at end of
reten on period

STORAGE REDUCTION

Fixed reten on on everything

Figure 19: How rigorously would you say content deletion is carried
out in your organization?
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20: How
would you position your organization in relation to effective
know
retention-period management in the following: (Matrix: Trailblazer – Above
Average; Citizen – Average; Outlander – Below average)
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0%
20%
40%
60%
Retention or effective retention
management
should be
part of80%
every 100%
IG discussion,
not file
justshare
for records, but also for information as a whole.
Network
Considerations should be given to the types of information and the
SharePoint
location. When we
asked about how businesses are dealing with
retention based
storage locations, and to rate their effectiveness,
Otheron
ECM/DM
twenty-one percent
positioned themselves as Trailblazers with paperImage/scanned
archives
based systems and
eighteen percent with RM systems. When it came
share/cloud
to cloud,Cloud
fiftyfile
percent
see themselves as Outlanders and forty-seven
content stores
percent the same
for
SharePoint.
This is likely due to the fact that many
Email server
businesses utilize
SharePoint
as
a
technology
first approach and may try
Dedicated email
archive
to apply some
sort system
of governance after the fact, and cloud is often used
Records management
by the employees
first,
the adopted by the business if even officially, so it
system
is unlikely any governance
is in effect there either. (Figure 20)
Paper records
Trailblazer
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Putting The Pieces Together
There are many ways to view storage. Some see it inexpensive to
purchase without considering the ongoing costs to maintain, and
potential risk it presents in relation to maintaining outdated information.
Some see it as a renewable resource that can be reused as space is
cleared through deletion, and made available for new information. Some
see storage as a cost factor and seek to eliminate it.
No matter how you view it, storage needs to be managed properly and
needs to be part of the IG framework, not just what devices to use, but
how it is used, when it is used, what it is used for, what is stored there
and for how long. The deletion of information should be based on set
retention policies with defined methods of destruction that are defensible
should they be challenged in times of audit or litigation. IG sets the tone
and paves the way for your business to manage and reduce storage
according to your business needs and requirements.
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AutoClassification

Day-forward classificaon

Auto-Classification

Keen to automate as
soon as we can
Back-file classificaon
No plans
Don’t know, N/A

Figure 22. How would you position your company in the following areas? (Matrix:
Trailblazer – Above Average; Citizen – Average; Outlander – Below average)

Auto-Classifation

0%

Automation is one way to help manage various processes, maintain
consistency and accuracy, and support compliance. Auto-classification is one
way to automate the declaration and classification of records and information
to apply metadata, security and access controls, and assign retention periods.
Eleven percent of the respondents we polled reported they are currently
using auto-classification aligned with their IG practices across a number of
information types with twenty percent just getting started. It is the planning
stage for twenty-four percent and not even on the scope for fifteen percent
who say there are no plans at all for auto-classification. (Figure 21)
Figure 21: How would you best describe your overall plans for automated
declaration/classification of records?
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Monitor performance and resilience
of EFSS/ECM/ERM system

Turning our attention to various
capabilities,
we asked
our respondents
to rate
0%
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100%
their companies
oncontent
various activities and automations. Eleven percent see
Automacally
classify/declare
at the point of ingeson to EFSS/ECM/
themselves as
Trailblazers
RM/email
system in prompting and suggestion for records declaration
and classification, and ten percent see themselves as same for automated
Automacally classify/declare content
declaration
and classification of content ten at the point of ingestion to their
as part of workflow/process
EFSS,
ERM,
email,
and ECM systems. Sadly, the majority see themselves as
Prompt for records declaraon
and suggest
classificaon
Outlanders
in every
area we presented even though some capabilities, like the
use
to identify and auto-classify inbound scanned documents, have
Use of
OCROCR
to idenfy/auto-classify
inbound
scannedfor
documents
been
available
a couple of decades. (Figure 22)
Use of file analysis technologies
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30% in fact 40%
expanded to include detection of security risks and misallocated access
Detect security risks and
or confidentially
for misallocated
thirty percent of our respondents and file duplication
access or confidenality
as reported by twenty-seven percent. Along these lines, twenty-seven
Detect duplicate
percent also report
using files
automation to monitor unusual activity and noncompliance
with
appropriate use policies, indicating good alignment with
Monitor unusual
user acvity,
and non-compliance
with appropriate use (Aempted access, insider
their
IG an-compeon,
framework. bribery,
(Figureetc.)
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Figure 23: Do you use
any automated
tools to
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24: What have been your experiences
with classification tools?
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Seng
the rules
While some have had
great
results with classification tools, others may
is difficult
not have been so fortunate. Six percent reported that these tools have
Generally
effecve
performed very well
for them
and eleven percent feels that overall, have
helped decrease theirAccuracy
compliance
risks. For eighteen percent the level
is an
issue for
of difficulty setting the rules
is ustoo high and fourteen percent say that they
On the whole,rates. (Figure 24) As with any technology,
have issue with the accuracy
they decrease
compliance
there is an expectation
andrisks
a realization along with a learning curve. Many
De-Duplicaon
gives
times the expectation
is
that
out-of-the-box, the product will deliver at one
good returns
hundred percentSystem
accuracy
when
the realistic approach is that it will take
learning mes
are tooalong
time and effort to achieve
reasonable level and transaction rate.

Is machine accuracy higher than human accuracy? According to one
Humans
mayis
bemore consistency
quarter of our respondents,
is yes, and
there
I dothe
not answer
feel
more accurate, but
automaon
can
are expensive,
with machines as they are
less prone to makethey
a mistake
once the rules are
replace a human in
4%
our business,
in place. Thirty-eight percent
see a4%combination of human
and machine
Humans are
as the best combination
ofmore
accuracy, given the machine being good at
accurate but less
identifying data and
the human
able to put things into context. (Figure 25)
consistent,
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Figure 25: In your experience, describe the accuracy that automated systems
achieve compared to manual?
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Figure 26: What benefits would you expect or what benefits have you gained from
automated classification? (Matrix: Expect; Gained; Not sure)
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There is always an expectation that goes along with technology use
0%
20%
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80%
100%
and any changes we make in business, and this holds true of autoclassification
Defensible
deleon in relation to IG. Defensible deletion was an expected
benefit for fifty-six percent of our respondents yet only sixteen percent
Demonstrable
compliance
report
actually gaining it. Likewise, sixty-six percent of respondents
expected
they would have better management over the increasing
Content is more secure
volumes of their information yet only sixteen percent report gaining in this
General staffarea.
producvity
(Figure 26) Could it be that they were oversold on the technology,
or perhaps they did not have a clear understanding of the underlying
Improved searchability
business problem they were trying to solve in the first place? Of course we
Adding valuedid
to otherwise
see earlier in this report that enforcement of IG policies is an issue and
dead content
that deletion of information did not happen for many so perhaps it is the
Repository alignment
combination of these that resulted in the inability to gain the expected
results.
One thing is clear; the expectation far exceeded the result.
Storage volume
reducon
Smoother migraon

recovery from de-duplicaon

anagement of the increasing
informaon volumes
Not sure yet
N/A
Expect
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Putting The Pieces Together
Automation, auto-classification, the use of various recognition
technologies are all tools that can help businesses become more
efficient, consistent, and compliant in their day-to-day activities. While
there is work to be done to set-up the rules and train these technologies,
the end result can reap great benefit in both a return-on-investment, and
defensibility through consistent practices. The key is to identify what you
are trying to accomplish, establish governance around the information,
tools and methods related to their use, and set realistic expectations
as to what you will and will not be able to accomplish with in specific
timelines.
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Figure 27: Would you consider adopting a
Cloud/SaaS system for your records?
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When asked about cloud model preference and find that twenty-eight
percent report they prefer a private cloud in their data center while
twenty-six percent prefer a private cloud that is outsourced. Seventeen
percent see the combination of a private and public cloud as the best
None of these,
approach to meet their needs.
(Figure 28)
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Private
Combinaon of
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As with auto-classification,
there is an expectation of benefit and a
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storage
system,
7%so we asked that of cloud. Eighty-seven percent
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benefit
gained
of our respondents said the expected to have multi-tiered security while
only thirteen
percent
report achieving it. Another expectation was better
As a result
of using
SaaS content
business resilience
and disaster recovery for eighty-six percent while only
management
of astill
dedicated
fourteen percent
say they actually achieved that. The bestPart
result,
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across SharePoint/
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Figure 30: What benefits would you be looking for or have
you achieved in a cloud solution?
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Putting The Pieces Together
There is great opportunity to be found in cloud use as we see in this report,
there is still much reluctance on the part of the user community due to
distrust in reliability and security. But is it a question of reliability on the part
of the service provider hosting the cloud application of connectivity and
when it comes to security, what levels of security are required and how
are they to be handled? All of this can and should be spelled out in an
IG framework with the service providers required to follow these policies
and your business ready to audit and challenge them the same as you
should enforce and challenge your employees. Remember, a contractor
or contracted service is your responsibility and it is on you to ensure they
follow the same rules you are required to follow.

Business resilience/
disaster recovery
Client-free/
Device agnosc
Beer access, (e.g.,
hybrid combinaons)
Mul-er
security
Open-ended expansion
and dimensioning
Easier adopon across
the organizaon
Cost savings
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Achieved
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Legal Hold and eDiscovery
Legal Hold and ediscovery
Ask most employees about legal hold or ediscovery, and they will likely
have no clue what you are talking about. If you ask them about your
company’s policies related to either of these, chances are high that they
will not know what these policies are, even if they are spelled out in the
employee handbook. When we asked specifically about ediscovery,
twenty-eight percent of our respondents told us they do a manual search
for information across their file-shares, email, and physical records.
Seventeen percent cite the ability to conduct in-system (siloed) searches
within each ECM and RM system, and thirteen percent conduct manual
searches based on subject matter expert. (Figure 31) These are extremely
time consuming and costly approaches that will also result in information
being missed and overlooked due to an inability to identify every possible
location.

Automac search based on
custodianship vs. topic
Dedicated e-discovery mechanism
across mulple EFSS/ECM/ERM
systems
E-discovery mechanism/module
within single EFSS/ECM/ERM
system
Don’t know
fifteen percent
do indicate this happens multiple times per year and is
typically overlapping, while twenty two percent hardly ever experience
them. (Figure 32) This could be due to the nature of their businesses
or perhaps the difference between those who are well prepared and
equipped for such occurrences where the impact to on the general
population is minimal, and those who are not so well prepared and the
impact is significant.

Figure 32: How often do you have legal holds applied to stored electronic content
pending litigation or investigation?
Never, or hardly
ever, 22%
Don’t know, 34%

Every few years,
10%

Figure 31: What is your primary ediscovery mechanism?
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within single EFSS/ECM/ERM
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Don’t know

Thinking about the amount of effort related to ediscovery and the fact that
a hold is typically placed when this type of search is required, it begs the
question, how often does a legal hold or investigation of this type occur in
your business? Weekly was the answer we received from three percent of
our respondents and monthly for six percent. While this may the extreme,

It could be that the 0%
percentage
of respondents
described
above 100%
20%
40%
60%
80%
indicating they hardly have any legal holds may not be aware of them
due to automated
File share systems in place, minimizing the amount of human
interaction required to implement the hold. For example, nearly half of our
SharePoint
respondents indicate they have effective legal hold mechanisms on the
ECM/DM
records Other
management
systems, forty-two percent on their ECM and DM
systems,
and thirty-nine
percent on their email servers. This would indicate
Cloud
file share/content
stores
some level
of
efficiency
in these areas minimizing the need for employee
ERP, CRM, Etc.
involvement. On the other hand, forty percent do not have good hold
Image/scanned archives
mechanisms
on their file-shares and thirty percent report the same for
Email server
the SharePoint
systems, indicating the need for increased employee
engagement
in these areas. (Figure 33)
Dedicated
email archive system
Records management
Paper records
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Never, or hardly
ever, 22%
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Figure 33: Which of your content systems has an effective legal hold mechanism?
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Records
management
Understanding
the
policies and mechanisms of a legal hold is critical to their
success and defensibility
Paper recordsso it stands to reason that certain individuals within
the business should be expected to have a high level of understanding
Yes
No
Don't Know
N/A
and others a basic level. Surprisingly, thirty-six percent of our respondents
feel that only some of their legal departments understand the policies and
mechanisms while thirty-two percent feel all of their legal departments have
this understanding. Fifty-six percent are confident their records manager
understand the policies and mechanisms, and only twenty-nine percent feel
All of these,the
5% policies and mechanisms of a legal
their senior management understand
Partners and
hold. (Figure 34) Suppliers,
None of these, 7%
4%

of the legal the policies and
General
staff,organization
6%
Figure 34: Who
in your
would you say All
understand
department, 32%
mechanisms of legal hold?
Senior
management, 29%
All of these, 5%
Partners and
None of these, 7%
Suppliers, 4%
Some of the legal
department,
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All
of the legal
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department, 32%

Senior
IT, 36% 29%
management,
Some of the legal
Records/IM, 56% department, 36%
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Records/IM, 56%
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Partners and
Suppliers, 4%
General staff, 6%

All of these, 5%
None of these, 7%
All of the legal
department, 32%

Senior
Retentionmanagement,
plays
a major
29% role in the amount of effort required to find
information during a legal hold and ediscovery investigation. The more
Some
legal to
information you have, the more you have to sort through,
soofitthe
stands
department, 36%
reason that the more you can legally dispose of, the better off you will be
in relation to these investigations. When we asked about the impact of
IT, to
36%fines, damages, or awards hinging on the validity,
retention in relation
completeness, or retention of records, twenty-three percent said there was
no impact at all and eight percent said it was Records/IM,
considerable
but balanced
56%
between positive and negative impact. Six percent said they saw a dramatic
negative impact with eight percent seeing a substantial negative impact
while three percent saw a dramatic positive impact and four percent a
substantial positive impact, indicating the difference between sound and
poor retention practices. (Figure 35)

Figure 35: How would you describe the financial impact (positive or negative)
of fines, damages or awards resulting from cases or potential cases in the past
two years, which hinged around the validity, completeness, or retention of your
electronic records?
Dramac Dramac negave, 6%
posive, 3%
Don’t know,
30%

Substanal negave, 8%
Substanal posive, 4%
Considerable, but
balanced, 8%

None, 23%

Minor, 18%

Putting The Pieces Together
Many businesses see legal hold and ediscovery as something for the
legal department to be concerned with but in fact, it is something every
employee should be aware of and it should be part of the overall IG
framework. When legal hold is issued, and ediscovery investigations begin,
information must be found and preserved else the business is at risk of fines
and in some countries employees can be prosecuted for obstruction of
justice based on intentional destruction of evidence. IG can establish the
policies and technology can help enforce those policies, in some cases so
transparently there is no impact to or involvement required of the employee.

Our lack of effecve informaon governance
leaves our organizaon wide open and vulnerable
to ligaon and/or data privacy issues

Opinions and SPEND

Strongly Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Figure 37: How do you think your organization’s spending on the following products
and applications in the next 12 months will compare with what was actually spent
in the last 12 months?

Opinion and Spend
We know that IG enforcement is seen as a major issue for many businesses,
the majority of respondents in this report. The same could be said of the
lack of support given by senior management even though a few say it is
high on their agenda. One thing is also clear from the majority and that is
the message that automation is the key to future success and the only way
to keep with the increasing volumes of information according to the fortythree percent who agree and twenty percent who strongly agree with this
statement. (Figure 36)
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Figure 36: How do you feel about the following statements?
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Putting The Pieces Together

Automaon is the only way to keep up with the
volumes coming at us
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post-processing/re-capturing our archives
Our lack of effecve informaon governance
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Given that automation technology seems to be the direction of the future,
one might think that is where the money will flow, yet when we look at
spending over the next year, thirty-three percent will spend more on training,
thirty-two percent on data cleanup and migration tools, and thirty percent on
enterprise search. (Figure 37)
0%
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80%
100%

Business are focusing on areas where they should see results quickly;
by training their employees, cleaning their data assets and enhancing
their search capabilities, they will increase findability. From an IG
perspective, all of this needs to be part of the IG framework and an
ongoing or continuous effort not just a single shot. The next step should
be automation wherever and whenever possible to enhance operations,
gain better consistency, and enhance defensibility and compliance.

RM/IM/Compliance staff
Dedicated ERM system(s)
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Legal hold applicaons or add-on modules
Enterprise search
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions and Recommendations
The real world view of governance and compliance has not
changed much since our 2015 report in the sense there is still a
lack of true support from management, though we are seeing a
slight increase in the level of importance being placed on IG, likely
due to regulatory reasons. There is still much chaos in relation to
email, file-shares, and even SharePoint when it comes to managing
retention and deletion of content and information as a whole, but
not with records of course. There are still gaps in IG when it comes
to addressing cloud, mobile, and external access controls, and
there is still concern over security and reliability of the cloud. Most
interesting, and perhaps unsettling, is the perception that corporate
legal is viewed as only somewhat understanding the policies and
mechanisms of legal hold in some organizations, given they are the
ones responsible to issue and manage the process.
It is clear there is still a long way to go in many organizations, when
it comes to building and IG framework, implementing it across the
enterprise, and educating all who interact with corporate information
about the policies, processes, and tools to be used. There is no best
time, only a right time to begin and that is now. Take the steps to
understand what is actually in place; what is working, what needs
enhancing and what is missing. Then formulate a plan to make it all
move forward. Here are some things to consider that may help you
in your IG journey.

Recommendations
n Create an information governance team including representatives
from IT, Records Management, Compliance, Legal, and Line of
Business.
n Review the risks posed by the types of information that you hold
should they be lost or exposed, and make senior management
aware of the potential consequences of a breach, including those
involving internal staff or caused by general negligence.

n Draft an information governance policy. Focus initial efforts on areas
where the content is the most sensitive (e.g., HR records, customer
records, IP), but also where there is least governance at present
(e.g., email, shared drives, cloud file shares, mobile).
n Set retention periods for specific content types and audit your
ECM system(s), records management system, and email archive
to ensure that they have retention management configured and
switched on. Also check that procedures are in place for setting
legal holds.
n Pay particular attention to your email management. Use valuebased criteria to set deletion policies. Consider selective archiving
using automation, and ensure that the archive is optimized for
search, ediscovery, and legal hold.
n Consider running automated metadata correction, de-duplication,
and retention policy enforcement across all of your content systems
in order to remove redundant, out-of-date, and trivial content, and
to improve search capabilities.
n If you have extensive image archives of scanned documents that
are largely unsearchable, consider re-capturing them with modern
OCR to create enhanced metadata and improve potential for
analytics.
n Investigate day-forward automated classification, particularly for
email, process archives and routine inbound content. Consider
using automation to simplify user-filing accuracy, and in effect,
automate ongoing compliance.
If unsure of where to begin or how to begin, seek professional assistance
and/or training to help determine the right path. Look to current suppliers
and service providers for guidance. Turn to professional associations
and peers to find advice and training that will provide best practices.
It is better to take a step forward and learn than to take no step and
fall behind.
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Survey Demographics
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The survey was conducted with a web-based tool collecting responses from 218 individual members of the AIIM community
101-500,
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5,001
during the month of June 2017. Invitations to take the survey were sent via email
to -a selection of the 195,000+ AIIM community
10,000,
9%
members and through various social media outlets.

1,001 -5,000,

501-1,000,
10%

Organizational Size

24%
Geography

AIIM survey respondents represent organizations of all sizes. Larger organizations
over 5,000 employees represent 31%, with mid-sized organizations of 501
to 5,000 employees at 34%. Small-to-mid sized organizations with 1 to 500
employees representing the largest segment of survey takers at 35%.

66% of the participants are based in North America, with 26% from
EMEA-R, and 8% rest-of-world.
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Canada,
21%
Local and National
Government
together make up 23%; Finance,
Banking, and Insurance 15%; and Energy, Oil, Gas, and Mining 8%.

21% heads of records and information management; 24% records or
document management staff; 17% C-level Executives, Presidents, CEOs,
and Line-of-Business Executives.
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Appendix 2: Open-ended Comments
Open-ended Comments
Respondents were able to provide open-ended comments about digital
transformation. Here are a select few that represent the general:
n More emphasis is being placed on stronger IG and automated classification
for better records management and better search functions.
n Not enough smart people get together in the same room to develop a
comprehensive strategy to address the challenges this survey addresses (at
least in the Federal Government); not enough people are looking forward
and thinking about the positive impacts big data, cloud computing, and
machine learning can have in this space. I feel like the only one at my
agency and it’s exhausting (like bashing my head against a wall repeatedly
while things continue to get worse). Most people don’t see or don’t care.
n IG is fundamental thus governance tool like policies be in place and most
importantly compliance must be measured to allow accurate compliance.
n Providers have oversold the ease and effectiveness of their ECM products
and so companies are skeptical and slow to take on big changes. Success
is dependent on the engagement at all levels of business and too often IT
and RM try to do it all. That may work for implementation but not for longterm operation.
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You've just downloaded and read
the latest AIIM Industry Watch
Report on Governance and
Compliance 2017. What now?
OpenText™ Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solutions help
organizations Connect Content to their Digital Business.
Based on industry-leading content lifecycle management, document
management, and a large and growing list of content services, OpenText
ECM solutions capture and deliver content in the context of your
organization’s key business processes.
OpenText ECM Solutions transform Personal Productivity with simple, intuitive
tools and user experiences; Process Productivity with integration into lead
applications such as SAP®, Salesforce®, and Microsoft®; and Control with
trusted OpenText governance and security.
Utilized by the largest and most innovative companies and governments in
the world to transform and drive their digital business, OpenText ECM solutions
are available and deployed on-premises and in private and public clouds.
Learn more about OpenText ECM solutions at

www.opentext.com

Take your skills to the next level by learning how to map, design, capture
and automate operational processes using a combination of strategies,
and technologies with AIIM’s Training Courses

Learn more, visit: www.aiim.org/training
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